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Introduction 

I was commissioned in July 2015 by NPIERS to carry out a health check of the Lechlade 

Neighbourhood Plan (LNP).   

This report sets out a series of findings and recommendations.  

As part of the health check I have: 

 Read the LNP and other associated documents as provided to me by Cotswold 

District Council 

 Met with representatives of the qualifying body and the District Council on 1 

September in the town 

 Read key elements of the emerging Cotswold Local Plan  and the saved local plan 

 

Structure of the Health check 

This health check provides an overview of the emerging LNP and an assessment of its 

relationship to the basic conditions against which it will eventually be examined.  

I have also looked at the wider package of documents and which include: 

 The screening report 

 The Consultation Statement 

 The Basic Conditions Statement 

 

Overall Findings 

The Plan is well-presented and constructive. It sets out a positive and a realistic basis for the 

future planning of the LNP area. It has been very positive in identifying opportunities for 

sustainable growth and is very clear about the vision for the town.  It is distinctive to the Plan 

area both generally, and in terms of how it promotes the vision in particular. It is beautifully 

arranged and illustrated. A local resident will immediately be able to understand and 

appreciate the Plan. In a similar fashion a person new to the plan area is quickly able to 

identify and understand the key issues and the wider context. 

The Plan’s layout is clear and informative. Its clear vision is underpinned by a series of 

objectives. These objectives then inform the various policies. The Plan promotes a series of 

proposals to enhance the town in general, and to reduce the impact of through traffic in 

particular. These projects have originated from several rounds of consultation. In some 

cases they have been impressively underpinned by professional advice and drawings. Whilst 

there is an obvious overlap between the Plan’s policies and the various projects there is a 

separation between the two matters in the document.  

The combined effect of these two related overall findings will give significant confidence to 

the appointed independent examiner that the submitted LNP meets the basic conditions for 

neighbourhood plan preparation. The remainder of this note sets out areas where the Plan 

could be improved and made stronger. It also identifies certain policies where the current 
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drafting is unclear.  The health check sets out to identify potential revisions to the Plan that 

would reduce the number of modifications that the independent examiner may otherwise be 

minded to recommend in order to ensure full conformity with the basic conditions.  

The Plan and its supporting documents 

In general the Plan reads very well. It sets out a package of visions and objectives and is 

underpinned by a robust yet proportionate evidence base. To the non-local reader it 

succinctly sets out the parish profile and the strategic planning context.  

The Basic Conditions Statement is well-designed and is proportionate to the Plan itself. It 

helpfully sets out the conformity of the Plan to national policy and the associated promotion 

of sustainable development. The section on the saved policies of the Cotswold Local Plan 

(2001 to 2011) provides a very firm footing for the suite of policies that have been developed 

in the LNP. The Statement also identifies that the Plan meets the various legal requirements 

of paragraph 8 of schedule 4B to the 1990 Act. 

The Consultation Statement is also well-designed and thorough. It is helpful that it is 

supported by its own appendices. This will make it simpler for the examiner to navigate his 

or her way through the information. This is particularly important as in other cases examiners 

can spend significant amounts of time in locating the information that they require in such 

documents. The examiner will be in no doubt that the LNP has been developed through 

consultation and engagement.  

The AECOM screening opinion is an excellent and proportionate example of this type of 

report. It will give immediate confidence to the independent examiner. Given its importance I 

would recommend that it is presented in its own right rather than sitting as an appendix to 

the consultation statement. As part of a package it could be presented with the letters to the 

three consultation bodies and any responses received.  

 

Comments on policies 

The remainder of this report highlights areas for refinement. In the majority of cases my 

comments raise issues around the clarity of the policies rather than the direction or purpose 

of the Plan itself. This echoes comments in the NPPF. The underpinning philosophy of the 

plan is clear. In some cases however that philosophy does not precisely translate into the 

relevant policies.  

This report only comments on those policies where I recommend modifications to meet the 

basic conditions. 
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General Comments 

The plans and maps have been produced to a very high standard. I could not find a single 

proposals map. In the event that this is deliberate it would be useful to clarify this point in the 

Plan itself.  

Pages 4-22 provide a very useful and constructive background to the Plan. The Vision 

Statement is very informative and the core objectives are entirely appropriate. I can see that 

the policies are then arranged in Section 2.1 around the objectives themselves. There is no 

harm in this approach and it does not conflict with the basic conditions. Nevertheless it 

results in a very tightly structured plan and where the flow from one policy to the next is not 

always clear. It also results in a structure where some objectives have several associated 

policies and where others have no directly associated policies. Should you wish to do so this 

could be remedied in one of two ways: 

 Producing a matrix of objectives and policies; or 

 Listing the relevant associated objectives after each policy in turn throughout the 

Plan 

The policies (2.1) and the projects (2.2) both appear in Section 2 of the Plan. No harm is 

caused by this approach. It would however be useful at the top of p.24 if the reader (and the 

examiner) was alerted explicitly to this distinction. This would accord with Planning Policy 

Guidance which indicates that projects and other non-land matters should be addressed in a 

separate part of the plan from the main (land use) policies.  

 

Housing Section 

Policy H1 

I can see that this is an overarching housing policy. Its clarity would be improved if it read 

directly as a housing policy rather than one for a more general ‘sustainable development’ as 

currently drafted. In addition I understand the need to define the built up area as currently set 

out in the policy. However I suggest that this element would read much better in the 

supporting text. 

Policy H2 

Plainly this policy flows from H2. Together they set out the broad approach for the 

development of sustainable housing development in the Plan area. It would be helpful (in 

supporting text) to define what is ‘appropriate to a rural area’. There are some strong 

pointers in the NPPF on this matter and others may exist in the emerging Local Plan.  

I would advise that further work is undertaken on the final three criteria in the policy. The 

final criteria is worthy of retention. The other two are far less clear in terms of how they 

would be applied by the decision maker. In relation to c) it would be impractical to control the 

relationship between the occupancy of a dwelling and the method by which its occupants 

travelled to their workplaces.  
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Policy H5 

It appears that criterion a) as drafted is the initial part of the policy itself. In contrast it also 

appears that criterion g) as drafted is not a criterion but sits separately as a final part of the 

policy setting out how it would apply if none of the preceding criteria are met by any 

application.  

Policy H7 

I can understand the approach adopted. However its clarity would be improved with a 

definition of ‘essential facilities or services’ in the supporting text. 

Policy H9 

This is an important policy given the character and appearance of the plan area in general 

and the town centre in particular. It usefully cross references with the Cotswold Design 

Guide. The policy would be improved if its final section on major developments clarified that 

the earlier criteria also applied to these types of applications. As drafted the reader could 

assume that only the three specific criteria under that heading applied to major 

developments or allocated sites.  

Policy H11 

It would be helpful to explain and justify why the policy excludes garages from the 

calculations/standards. 

Policy H12 

I suggest that the policy is recast so that it more simply supports applications either for home 

working from existing dwellings (insofar as permission is required) or for the development of 

new live/work units (subject to those units conforming to other housing policies). 

Policy H13 

I suggest that the opening element of the policy is redrafted. It is capable of serious 

misinterpretation. I also suggest that the final paragraph is repositioned into supporting text. 

It is a statement of fact or local application rather than policy itself. 

Policy H14 

I recommend that you either delete this policy or make major changes to its approach. In 

summary a neighbourhood plan policy cannot require the submission of environmental 

statements when the appropriate legislation would not require that approach to be taken. 
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Infrastructure Section  

There appears to be a chunk of text that has been missed out from the Plan on page 31. The 

housing policies blur into the infrastructure part of the plan. 

Policy INF1 

See comments on H13 above 

Policy INF2 

I can see how this policy has a real potential to link the policies to the projects in the Plan. In 

addition I can see that the type of proposals that may come forward as a result of this policy 

may provide a clear funding stream for the various projects. However I recommend that it is 

withdrawn from the Plan for two principal reasons as follows: 

 Developers may use it as a mechanism to promote development which in their 

opinion would deliver significant community benefits. This may be difficult to control. 

 It may be difficult to demonstrate the required CIL tests between the developments 

proposed and the projects to be funded through their permission and development.  

 

Employment Section 

Policy E1 

I recommend that you delete ‘(as an alternative to home working)’ in criterion b) and ‘under 

used’ in criterion d). 

Policy E2 

See comments on major developments in H9 

Policy E3 

It would be helpful if the supporting text was able to identify information or criteria against 

which the impact of proposals ‘on the character and/or vitality of the town’ would be 

assessed.  

Policy E4 

I recommend that criterion c) should either be modified, deleted or repositioned into 

supporting text. As drafted it unreasonably expects an applicant to respond to a situation that 

does not yet exist.  

Within the wider context of the policy and its very comprehensive supporting text I suggest 

that criterion e) is unnecessary.  
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Green Spaces Section 

Policy G1 

This policy reads well and is supported by a very clear map. As discussed at the meeting I 

have attached a copy the Yapton Neighbourhood Plan to the covering e mail to this report. It 

has a policy (E2) on this matter that you may like to follow.  

Policies G2/3 

These policies read well. However for clarity it would be helpful if the spaces and grounds 

themselves were identified on a similar plan to that for local green spaces on p37. If possible 

both types of spaces could be shown on the same map.  

 

 

 

Andrew Ashcroft 

8 September 2015 


